
S.No. SCH. 
P.W.D

ITEM 
NO 

NBO

Description of Work P.W.D SPEC. 
NO.

UNIT LABOUR 
RATE

OVER ALL 
RATE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 19.4 Applying priming coat over new steel and

other metal surfaces upto 10 cm in width or
girth or small articles not exceeding 0.10
Sq. area after and including preparing the
surface by thoroughly cleaning oil, grease,
dirt and other foreign matter and scoured
with wire brushes, fine steel wood Scrapper
and papering and knotting including cost of
all materials, labour, T & P etc required for
proper completion of work

CHAPTER-15
PAINTING AND DISTEMPERING

proper completion of work

Sqm. - 40.00
2 19.61 Same as in item (a) above but on new wood

surfaces. Sqm. - 42.00
3 19.29 Painting 1st coat over priming coat (but

excluding cost of priming coat) on steel and
other metal surfaces upto 10 cm width or
girth or small articles not exeeding 0.10
Sq.M in area white superior synthetic
enamel such as Luxol 3, Higloss apcolite
superlac, Deluxe specified brushing to give
an even shade and including cleaning the
surface of all dirt, dust and other foreign
matter sand papering and stopping
including cost of all materials labour tools
and plants etc required for proper
completion of the work

Sqm. - 50.00
4 19.73b Same as in item (a) above but on new wood

surfaces. Sqm. - 50.00
5 642 Extra over item 2 (a) and 2(b) above but for

every coat of paint after first coat. Sqm. - 28.00
6 643 Extra over item 2 (a) and 2(b) above but for

every coat on previously painted old
surface. Sqm. - 37.00
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
7 649 Distepering(First coat) with oil bound

distemper of approved brand and
manufacture and of required shade on
undecorated wall surface to give an even
shade over and including a priming coat
with cement primer of approved brand and
manufacture such as Berger, J & N
Shalimar, Asian Paints after thoroughly
brushing the surface free from mortar
dropping and other foreign matter and also
including prepairing the surface even with
Plaster of Paris or approved syntheticPlaster of Paris or approved synthetic
material and sand papered smooth
including cost of all materials.

Sqm. - 47.00
8 650 As in item No.(649) above but for every

coat after first coat or subsequent coat. Sqm. - 22.00
9 657 Removing old pait or varnish from steel

and other metal surfaces or from wood and
wood based surfaces with remover of
approved brand and manufacture or with
caustic soda and making the surface even
including cost of all materials.

Sqm. - 40.00
10 660 Finishing walls with water proofing cement

paint of approved make such as supper
snowcem, durocem, robiacem, guttucem
suppercem quality and of required shade
on undecorated wall surfaces (one coat)
over and including one coat white cementover and including one coat white cement
primer to give an even shade after
thoroughtly brushing the surface to
powdered materials including curing and
cost of all meterials.

Sqm. - 50.00
11 661 Same as in item No.(660) above but for

each coat of water proof cement paint after
the first coat to give an even shade. Sqm. - 18.00
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12 662 Finishng walls with one coat of water proof

cement paint of approved quality on
previously old treated surface with this
paint to give an even treated surface to
remove all dirt and remains of loose
powdered materials including curing and
cost of all materials. Sqm. - 29.00

13 CPWD 
Item no 

13.28

Providing and applying plaster of paris
putty of 2 mm thickness over plastered
surface to prepare the surface even and
smooth complete. Sqm - 88.00

14 CPWD Providing and applying white cement based14 CPWD 
Item no 

13.80

Providing and applying white cement based
putty of average thickness 1 mm, of
approved brand and manufacturer, over the
plastered wall surface to prepare the surface 
even and smooth complete.

Sqm - 78.00
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